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Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy

Trauma Wounding

 Trauma wounding comes from an overwhelming, physical threat 

or harm. 

 The trauma can be inflicted by a person we know or don’t know, 

maliciously or unintentionally. 

 It could come from an accident, sports injury, or natural disaster. 

 It could be something we experience directly or something we 

witness happening to someone else.
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Attachment Wounding

 Attachment wounding comes from unmet attachment needs in 

childhood. 

 This happens when parents fail to meet our emotional needs, like 

when they fail to attune to us, comfort us, and delight in us. 

 We need them to understand, validate, and love us. 

 If we don’t get enough of these nurturing experiences, we grow 

up feeling lost, empty, and chronically insecure.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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DNMS vs EMDR Therapy

 The Developmental Needs Meeting Strategy (DNMS) therapy treats 

attachment wounds from unmet emotional needs in childhood. 

 Eye Movement Desensitization & Reprocessing (EMDR) treats 

trauma wounds. 

 When childhood trauma wounds are connected to attachment 

wounds, it usually works best to treat the attachment wounds first.

 Let’s talk about the DNMS approach.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Wounded Child Parts

 Significant trauma and attachment wounding 

in childhood can evoke painful emotions, 

uncomfortable body sensations, and negative 

beliefs—often with a sense of powerlessness.

 These reactions can get frozen in time, 

forming wounded child parts who are stuck 

in the hurtful experiences—stuck in a trance.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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The Brain Makes a Recording

 When this kind of wounding happens,                                                   

the brain makes a recording of it, like                                                      

filming a home movie.

 It’s the brain’s way of memorializing                                                                

the experience. 

 The recording is not a perfect representation of the wounding 

event, but it is an essential representation of what was perceived.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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The Brain Stores the Recording

 The recording gets stored in a two-step process. At           

first, it gets stored in a mental in-box. 

 That gives the brain time to make sense of the                        

experience, organize it, and heal it. 

 When this process is complete and fully resolved, the 

recording moves to the archives, where it’s no longer 

distressing to recall.

 But while the recording is in the in-box, reminders of the 

wounding event can evoke intensely painful emotions. 

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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The Brain Stores the Recording

 Sometimes the brain needs help organizing and processing a wounding 

experience. 

 In childhood, that help must come from a loving person who supports 

the child in making sense of the hurtful experience. 

 The wound can heal when the child’s physical and emotional needs 

are met—when she feels safe and valued. 

 If this healing help comes soon after the event, the recording can be 

archived right away.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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The Recording Plays Back

 If that help does not come right away, the recording will stay in the 

in-box, often for many years. 

 As long as it’s in the in-box, a reminder of the wounding experience 

can press play on the recording.

 When a recording plays back, a wounded child part will see it and 

reexperience the painful emotions, sensations, and negative beliefs. 

 We call this getting triggered. The intensity of this reaction can range 

from mild to severe. When it’s severe, it can feel as if the event is still 

happening— as if a physical or emotional threat is imminent.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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What Happened in Childhood

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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What Happened in Adulthood

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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In Adulthood, Wounded Parts Get More or Less Triggered

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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The Remedy

 The DNMS remedies this by working with wounded child parts. 

 This involves talking directly to child parts, which can seem weird 

at first. 

 Once it’s experienced as helpful and effective, it will feel natural. 

 These parts want to be seen, heard, and understood. They want 

direct, welcoming, validating contact. 

 They’ve waited a long time for that.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Mobilize a Resource Team

 The DNMS is a multistep process. 

 First, we mobilize a team of loving,                                     

attuned, internal Resources. 

 They’ll be drawn from your personal experiences as a competent 

caregiver, experiences of being cared for by others, or peak 

spiritual experiences.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Establish a Special Safe Place 

 Next, we establish a Special Safe Place where wounded parts can 

hang out with the Resources. 

 It’s a fun place for them to rest and play while they’re waiting for 

their time to heal. 

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Set an Effective Therapy Goal 

 Next, we talk about the therapy goal. 

 We want to make sure we only pursue 

therapy goals that all wounded parts are 

happy with. 

 If a therapy goal upsets wounded parts, 

we find a new one that they will all like.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Orient Wounded Parts to the Present 

 Because wounded child parts feel as if an old 

wounding experience is actually happening

now, we orient them to present time. 

 We help them self-discover that it’s all over, 

and they’re safe now. 

 We show them they’re in an adult body,              

so they can see they have power now they 

didn’t have in childhood.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Invite Wounded Parts Forward

 Next, we invite wounded child parts forward      

to meet the Resources—usually parts who have 

been recently triggered. 

 We encourage them to tell their story. The 

Resources will give them lots of loving, 

validating, empathic attention, meet their 

emotional needs, and answer all their questions.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Invite Wounded Parts Forward

 We teach child parts that when a 

wounding experience happens, the 

brain makes a recording of it like 

filming a home movie. 

 We explain that the old recording 

can play back, making it feel like the 

wounding is happening right now. 

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Invite Wounded Parts Forward

 But they’re not reliving the old experience, 

they’re just reliving their reaction to it. 

 We help them see the recording is actually 

harmless. 

 Once they understand this, it gives them a 

huge sense of relief.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Coming Out of Trance 

 Collectively these interventions help  wounded 

parts heal by helping them feel safe and valued. 

 It brings them out of trance. 

 Afterward, they should be able to reflect on the 

triggering event without overreacting. 

 And the adult self can react to the stressful event 

in a healthy way.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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When Wounded Part is Out of Trance

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Alternating Bilateral Stimulation (ABS) 

 ABS is a form of mild brain stimulation used periodically        

throughout these steps to strengthen positive experiences.

 When applied with an appropriate protocol, ABS can help           

isolated neural networks holding trauma memories more easily 

connect to adaptive, healing information. 

 It’s used periodically throughout these steps to strengthen positives.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Alternating Bilateral Stimulation (ABS) 

 ABS can be applied in three ways:

▪ back-and-forth eye movements, 

▪ alternating bilateral audio stimulation, and 

▪ alternating bilateral tactile stimulation.

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Completing the Healing 

 These interventions aim to stabilize wounded parts.

 They may or may not be enough to archive an old recording.

 When they’re not enough, additional DNMS interventions or 

EMDR trauma processing can finish the job.

 Does this interest you?

Introduction to DNMS Ego State Therapy
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Mobilizing Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Spiritual Core Self

Protective Adult Self        Nurturing Adult Self
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Nurturing & Protective Adult Self

 A Nurturing Adult Self is a state of mind 

that can competently nurture a loved one.

 A Protective Adult Self is a state of mind 

that can competently protect a loved one.

 It’s your most mature, adult, caregiver  

self, expressed in these two roles.
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Nurturing & Protective Adult Self

 They’re not superhuman. They’re imperfect and vulnerable. 

 They have needs. They can experience the full range of emotions. 

 They can meet their own needs, manage their vulnerabilities,       

and regulate their own emotions. 

 They can learn and grow from their mistakes and continue to 

mature over time. 

 These skills (and others) make them competent caregivers.
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Spiritual Core Self

 The core of your being. 

 Some people call it the soul.

 Because it’s a spiritual part, it’s not 

woundable.

 May have existed before the body arrived 

and may exist after the body dies.
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Spiritual Core Self

 A part of self you may have experienced during:

◼ meditation, prayer, or yoga,

◼ a peak spiritual experience, 

◼ a transcendent near-death experience, or

◼ while making a connection with nature.
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Spiritual Core Self

 It’s a state of mind associated with:

◼ a sense of interconnectedness to all beings

◼ a sense of completeness and wholeness

◼ a sense of safety and invulnerability

◼ no ego, no struggles

◼ no desires or aversions

◼ unconditional, effortless acceptance, kindness, and compassion

◼ timeless, cosmic wisdom and understanding
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Meditations to Mobilize Resources

 I’ll use 3 guided meditations to help you mobilize these Resources.

 Each meditation will be anchored with a  personal experience, like 

an experience of being a competent nurturer or protector, or having 

a peak spiritual experience.

 After each meditation, we’ll use ABS to strengthen the Resource. 

 Then we’ll bring all three Resources together and strengthen them 

as a team.
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Meditations to Mobilize Resources

 Later, I’ll guide your 

Resource team to help your 

wounded child parts heal. 

 Any questions?
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Finding NAS & PAS Anchors

 Let’s look for experiences we can use to anchor your Nurturing 

Adult Self and Protective Adult Self meditations. 

 This would be times you enjoyed being a nurturer and protector, 

when your competent caregiver skills were…

◼ naturally, effortlessly, and appropriately applied, 

◼ at the same time, 

◼ while in your most mature, adult state of mind. 
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Finding NAS & PAS Anchors

 Tell me about times you were an especially good nurturer and an 

especially good protector?

Can Recall 

Times

Cannot Recall 

Times
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Finding NAS & PAS Anchors

 Are there any skills on the list you think you did not have when you 

nurtured and protected your loved one(s)? 

▪ Empathic

▪ Compassionate

▪ Understanding

▪ Accepting

▪ Patient

▪ Nurturing

▪ Warm

▪ Open

▪ Able to attune

▪ Good at listening

▪ Good with boundaries

▪ Reliable

▪ Trustworthy

▪ Confident

▪ Respectful

▪ Appropriately responsible

▪ Problem solver

▪ Action taker

▪ Decision maker

▪ Logical

▪ Strong

▪ Courageous

▪ Protective

▪ Grounded
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Finding SCS Anchor

 Have you ever had a peak 

spiritual experience—maybe 

during meditation, prayer, 

yoga, or a time out in nature—

a time you experienced all the 

qualities on this list?

 Would you prefer to refer to 

this as a Core Self?

Sense of interconnectedness to all beings

Sense of completeness and wholeness

Sense of safety and invulnerability

No ego, no struggles

No desires or aversions

Unconditional, effortless acceptance, 

kindness, & compassion

Timeless, cosmic wisdom & understanding
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

About Possible Blocks

 Sometimes while mobilizing Resources, fears or concerns about the 

processing will arise. Unconscious fears can be expressed by the 

sudden arrival of a body disturbance such as unpleasant sensations, 

dissociation, distracting thoughts, numbness, or sleepiness. 

 That may or may not happen to you, but if it does, please tell me 

about it even if it doesn’t seem important. You’re welcome to have 

concerns or fears—just let me know if they come up so we can 

address them right away. 
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Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Nurturing 

Adult Self

Select a Resource to Mobilize

 Which Resource would be the easiest to mobilize first, the Nurturing 

Adult Self, Protective Adult Self, or (Spiritual) Core Self? 

Protective 

Adult Self

(Spiritual) 

Core Self

These links open a worksheet page with the meditation scripts
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 
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 Now we’re going to mobilize your best possible Resource team—two  

or three Resources who can help your wounded parts heal. 

 We’ll start by looking for supportive caregiver parts of self.

 Who in your life have you been an especially supportive caregiver for—

like a child, pet, patient, student, or garden—either past or present?

Loved One Named No One Named
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Tell me about that.

 Would _______ recommend you as a competent caregiver?

 If you’d been raised by someone who was as good to you as you 

are/were to _______, would that have been a good thing?

 How does the idea of a _______ Resource feel in your body?

 If body feels good: What name would you like to give this Resource?
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Who else in your life have you been an especially supportive 

caregiver for—either past or present?

Loved One Named No One Named
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Have you ever had a transcendent peak spiritual experience 

that connected you to a spiritual part of self?

YES NO
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Tell me about that.

 Does that spiritual part of self embody loving energy that could be 

helpful to wounded parts?

 How does the idea of a spiritual part of self Resource feel in your 

body?

 If body feels good:  What name would you like to give this Resource?
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Need to mobilize another Resource?

YES NO
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Who in your life has been an especially supportive caregiver 

for you—like a grandparent, aunt, uncle, neighbor, minister, 

teacher, or healthcare professional—either past or present?

Caregiver Named No One Named
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Tell me about that.

 If you’d been raised by someone who was as good to you as _______ 

is/was to you, would that have been a good thing?

 How does the idea of a _______ Resource feel in your body?

 If body feels good: What name would you like to give this Resource?
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Need to mobilize another Resource?

YES NO
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Who have you personally observed being an especially 

supportive caregiver for someone—like a friend’s loving mom, 

a teacher, or school counselor—either past or present?

Caregiver Named No One Named
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Tell me about that.

 If you’d been raised by someone  who was as good to you as _______ 

is/was to _______, would that have been a good thing?

 How does the idea of a _______ Resource feel in your body?

 If body feels good: What name would you like to give this Resource?
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Need to mobilize another Resource?

YES NO
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 What inspirational public figure or celebrity have you felt, or 

could feel, personally encouraged and supported by from afar—

like Nelson Mandela, Oprah Winfrey, Maya Angelou, Mr. Rogers, 

or Mother Theresa?

Celebrity Named No One Named
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Tell me about that.

 If you’d been raised by someone who was as good to you as _______ 

is/was to _______, would that have been a good thing?  OR              

If you’d been raised by someone who embodied all the admirable 

qualities of _______, would that have been a good thing?

 How does the idea of a _______ Resource feel in your body?

 If body feels good: What name would you like to give this Resource?
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Need to mobilize another Resource?

YES NO
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 What inspirational fictional character have you felt, or could feel, 

nurtured and supported by—like Superman, June Cleaver, Molly 

Weasley, Captain Jean-Luc Picard, Mary Poppins, Yoda, Santa Claus, 

or Atticus Finch?

Character Named No One Named
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Tell me about that.

 If you’d been raised by someone who was as good to you as _______ 

was to ____________, would that have been a good thing?  OR              

If you’d been raised by someone who embodied all the admirable 

qualities of _______, would that have been a good thing?

 How does the idea of a _______ Resource feel in your body?

 If body feels good: What name would you like to give this Resource?
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

Need to mobilize another Resource?

YES NO
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 What spiritual, mystical, or archetypal being have  you felt (or 

could feel) nurtured and supported by—like a guardian angel, 

spirit guide, shaman, Indian warrior, God, Jesus, or Buddha?

A Being is Named No One Named
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Tell me about that.

 If you’d been raised by someone who embodied all the admirable 

qualities of _______, would that have been a good thing?

 How does the idea of a _______ Resource feel in your body?

 If body feels good: What name would you like to give this Resource?
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 It appears you’re not ready to mobilize a Resource team yet.

 Consider doing one or more of the following:

◼ Getting a pet or a plant to take care of

◼ Becoming a mentor or tutor to a child in need

◼ Visiting needy elderly

◼ Trying out some other type of caregiving activity
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Mobilizing Provisional Resources 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 What happens when you bring all the Resources together? 

 How does it feel in the body?

 If body feels good:  Does it feel like they can work together as a team?

 Let’s strengthen that with ABS. Take as long as you need to let that 

strengthen. Tell me when it’s strengthened all the way.

 You now have a team of Resources to help your wounded parts heal.
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Pairing Resources with Something 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 When you feel stressed, it may help to connect to your Resources 

for calming support. 

 If it’s difficult to do when you’re stressed, there’s something we can 

do today, that will make it easier for you to connect—even if you’re 

overwhelmed. 

 We can pair your Resource team with a scent, object, or sound. 

 Later, when you smell the scent, hold the object, or listen to the 

sound, the Resources should show up. 
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Pairing Resources with Something 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Using a scent may be the most effective. Is there a scent that you’re 

really fond of? Like a hand lotion, lip balm, essential oil, cologne, or 

even a spice?

 Is there anything else you’d like to pair with the Resources?

Pair It Now Pair It Later
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Pairing Resources with Something 

Main Menu < Previous Next >

 Let’s strengthen that with ABS. 

 Notice that good feeling of being connected to the Resources as 

you smell the scent / touch the object / hear the sound    .   Take as long as

you need to let that good feeling strengthen. Tell me when it’s 

strengthened all the way.

 Use this scent / object / sound      any time you need to quickly 

connect to your Resources.
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Establishing a Special Safe
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 I’d like to help you establish a wonderful fun, safe place for wounded 

child parts to hang out—a place for them to rest and play. 

 This is not a permanent place to put them to get them out of the way. 

 Rather, it’s a fun place for them to wait until the perfect time for them 

to heal. 

 For example, this place could be a beach resort, a mountain resort, an 

amusement park, a scout camp, a water park, or even Disney World. 
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Establishing a Special Safe
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 If it’s a beach resort, it would have a beach, but  it could also have… 

◼ a swimming pool

◼ a playground

◼ a tennis court

◼ a volleyball court      

◼ a bowling alley

◼ a movie theater

◼ an art room

◼ a reading room 

◼ a petting zoo

◼ horseback riding

◼ a lodge with sleeping rooms 

◼ a kitchen with lots of great food
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Establishing a Special Safe
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 This place is for your wounded parts only. 

 Clones of your Resources will be 

everywhere—at the beach, at the pool, 

with the horses, in the kitchen—wherever 

child parts might want to hang out. 

 They’ll be available to provide any 

comfort, attention, protection, or 

supervision that’s needed. 
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Establishing a Special Safe
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 Start thinking about the perfect place for your wounded parts to 

hang out to rest and play.

 It doesn’t have to be a beach resort, but it should be a place that’s 

fun with lots of interesting things for kids of all ages to do.

 What kind of place would you want that to be?

Special Safe Place Envisioned
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Establishing a Special Safe
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 Picture this place with no one there—no 

child parts or Resources. Just picture the 

beach, swimming pool, playground, tennis court, 

bowling alley, movie theater, art room, etc.      .

 Now bring in the Resources. Make clones of 

them. Put a team of Resources everywhere 

child parts will want to hang out—by the 

. beach, swimming pool, playground, tennis court, 

bowling alley, movie theater, art room      and so on.
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Establishing a Special Safe
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 When all the Resources are in place, tell me how that feels in the body.

Body 

Feels Good

Body Feels 

Uncomfortable
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Establishing a Special Safe
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 What changes would make this a comfortable place for wounded 

parts to hang out?

 After making the changes:  How does it feel in the body now?

Body Feels Good
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Establishing a Special Safe
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 I’d like to invite all your wounded parts to come hang out in 

this special place made just for them. 

 No need to count them or name them.

 When they’ve settled in here, tell me if they like it—if it feels 

comfortable and safe.

 What would you like to call this place?
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Establishing a Special Safe
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 Wounded parts will be happy to hang out here so long           

as they feel you’ll listen to them, understand their              

concerns, and take their emotional needs seriously. 

 If they feel ignored, abandoned, or dumped there,               

they’ll push back. 

 So long as they believe you consider their needs  a high 

priority, they’ll be happy to hang out here while you do 

adult stuff, knowing you’ll be available when they need you.
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Setting an Effective Therapy Goal 
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 I want to be sure we don’t pursue a 

therapy goal that your wounded parts 

object to. Tell me again about your 

therapy goals.

 To find out if any parts object, I’m 

going to ask a question. Just let your 

body (not your head) answer with a 

YES, NO, or MAYBE. 
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Setting an Effective Therapy Goal 
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 Close your eyes and look inside. Notice how your body feels when I 

ask: Are there any wounded parts who object to the goal of _______? 

YES NO MAYBE

If your click opens a worksheet, go to Step 3.
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Setting an Effective Therapy Goal 
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 It sounds like all your wounded parts are happy 

with your therapy goal.

 What would you like to work on today?

Stabilization Worksheet
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 DNMS definition of enmeshment…

◼ A preoccupation with another person’s mood or well-

being to the degree that it inhibits anxiety-free play and 

exploration. 

◼ The needs of self are perceived as less important than the 

needs of the other.

Enmeshment
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 The preoccupation could be actively cultivated by an intrusive or 

emotionally needy parent.

 The preoccupation could be about the well-being  of an unstable 

parent—for example one who is dangerous, suicidal, anorexic, or 

chronically ill.

Enmeshment
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 What facial expression 

would you expect these 

octopuses to have—

relaxed or anxious?

Enmeshment
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 What facial expression 

would you expect these 

octopuses to have—

relaxed or anxious?

Enmeshment
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Enmeshment
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 The opposite of an 

enmeshed connection is 

not NO connection, it’s 

a healthy connection. 

 But don’t take my word 

for it, ask the Resources. 

What do they say? 
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Links to Scripts & Metaphors
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What do you need help with?

Explaining the Processing

Validating and Empathizing

Filling In Missing Information

Clearing Misunderstandings
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Links to Scripts & Metaphors
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Explain the Processing

Helmet Metaphor

Car Accident Metaphor

Archives Metaphor

Hippie Commune

Convenience Store Camera

Checking Account

Validate and Empathize

Double Bind

Mistreated Dog

Tending a Garden

One-Two Punch

Positive Affect Intolerance

Therapy Sabotage
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Links to Scripts & Metaphors
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Filling In Missing Information

Grief Can Process Through 

Relationship Breaks Can Be Repaired

Expressing Anger Is Not Always Bad

It’s Okay to Make Mistakes

Children Need Loving Correction

Discerning If Someone Is Trustworthy

Misinterpretation of Events   
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Clearing Misunderstandings

Fear of Losing a Familiar Sense of Identity

Fear of Losing a Valued Coping Strategy 

Fear of Losing a Necessary Motivator 

A Grain of Truth Legitimizes a Lie

Burden of Responsibility for Therapy Success

Burden of Responsibility for Managing Life Challenges  

Burden of Responsibility for Childhood Wounding 

20/20 Intervention

Elephant Taming

Parka in Texas

Confusion Paired with Shame

Healthy, Positive Self-Regard

Fear of Setting Boundaries

Basket of Kittens or Puppies


